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'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House,
Leeds,
a
legacyof........................freeofalltaxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the LAc F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.
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The Channon writing-cabinet, c. t 7y I;
its acquisition is discussed in the editorial

EDITORIAL
One of the truly great masterpieces of English
furniture has just been acquired for Temple
Newsam. It is in the same super-league as the Long
Gallery seat furniture given by four local benefactors in r939, the Duke of Leeds daybed and
settee presented by Sir Henry Price in z9go and the
Chippendale library table from Harewood House
purchased in x
643,o5o. This prodigy piece
(illustrated, open, on the title-page) is a serpentine
mahogany writing cabinet in the rococo style
with ormolu mounts and
lavishly ornamented
engraved brass inlay and containing at least
seventeen secret compartments. It was made about
zy45 by John Channon of St Martin's Lane,
London for the Murray family of Ochtertyre,
Perthshire who sold it at Christie's in I949. The
last private owner of this legendary piece of
furniture was the late Arthur Bull whose heirs,
taking advantage
of special tax concessions,
offered it to the Fitzwilliam Museum; they did not
feel able to raise the money so Leeds was then given
three months to find Ezr r,ooo
a real bargainbasement price since an American collector was
prepared to pay 66oo,ooo had we failed.
Because the Channon cabinet was so spectacular
and of such outstanding quality we succeeded, with
the help of many well-wishers, in reaching our
target. The main benefactor was the National
Heritage Memorial Fund who gave one-thirdXyo,ooo; we attracted a government grant of
Z5o,ooo, the NAcF contributed Xz6,89o, the
Pilgrim Trust voted 69,tto; Leeds City Council
provided fzg,ooo, Eto,ooo came from the Frank
Fulford Endowment; the LACF gave Eg,ooo and
the shortfall was made up by fg,ooo from the
Monument Trust arid a similar amount from two
anonymous benefactors. Thus once again a daunting sum has been raised to save a treasure from
going abroad.
The LAcF has also made vital contributions
towards the cost of acquiring Eduardo Paolozzi's
early watercolour, Seagull and Fish t946, done
soon after he completed his course at the Royal
College of Art in London. It shows a preliminary
idea for a lost sculpture in concrete made in the
same year. Harry Thubron, greatly admired in
Leeds as a sympathetic artist and teacher, died
earlier this year aged seventy after a long illness.
Uomo, a collage with strong autobiographical
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connotations, is his last work; it was purchased
with the help of the LAcF from the retrospective
show held at the St Paul's Gallery, Leeds.
It was reported in the last Calendar that Miranda
Strickland-Constable,
Keeper of the City Art
Gallery, and Ron Turner, Technical Supervisor,
had taken early retirement. Their posts have now
been filled by Alexander Robertson, formerly
Senior Assistant Keeper of the Gallery, and John
Berry, promoted from being Technical Assistant.
We hope they enjoy their extended responsibilities.
Also, James Lomax returned in September as
Keeper of Temple Newsam House. It will be
recalled that after serving time as a Trainee in Leeds
he moved to Heaton Hall, Manchester, and we
welcome him back as a member of the decorative
arts team with a special interest in silver and
interiors.
In June Sir Roy Strong spoke at the AGM on The
Tudor Miniature: Mirror of an Age. It was a
splendid occasion, although the gathering was
saddened to learn that Mrs Francoise Logan felt the
time had come when owing to heavy commitments
in other spheres she must resign as Hon Social
Secretary. We are infinitely grateful to her for the
imaginative and enthusiastic way in which she has
worked on behalf of the membership for the past
five and a half years. A presentation was made.
For the past ten years Temple Newsam has
provided a home for the collections of the
Chippendale
Society which has an excellent
acquisitions record but cannot afford to operate a
museum of its own. Few visitors are aware of this
arrangement so it is perhaps worth mentioning just
some of their loans (the documentary material is
seldom displayed). A fluent lyre-back library armchair made for Brocket Hall, Herts, about r ypz; a
neo-classical marquetry pier table commissioned
for the circular dressing room at Harewood House
and a japanned and gilt pole fire screen from the
same collection are displayed as an ensemble with
the Harewood library desk. A recent addition is a
dwarf bookcase made for David Garrick's villa on
the Thames at Hampton
it is charmingly painted
with green chinoiseries on an ivory ground. Our
best thanks are due to the Chippendale Society for
making their distinguished collection of furniture
and archive material available for our public and
students to enjoy.

—

G. W. JOY'S THE DEATH OF GORDON
THE REAL STORY?
JUDITH PRENDERGAST
In February t885 when news reached London of
the death of General Gordon in Khartoum all of
Britain was plunged into mourning. Gordon had
become, to the Victorians, a symbol of British
prestige and his death at the hands of the followers
of an infidel prophet was a great shock. Throughout his life Gordon had, quite unintentionally,
appealed to the patriotic side of Victorian society
of all classes. His exploits in China in the r 86os as
the leader of the Ever Victorious Army, a resounding title which disguised the fact that they were a
motley collection of fighters, earned him, in
Britain, the nickname 'Chinese'ordon. He had
served as Governor of Equatoria and GovernorGeneral of the whole of the Sudan but had faded
into near obscurity until, in January r 88', he was
summoned to the War Office and asked if he would
go out to Khartoum, which had been his capital as
Governor-General of the Sudan, and handle the
withdrawal of Egyptian troops and officials as the
city was threatened by the forces of the Mahdi.
Once in the city, Gordon decided that his main
objective was defence, not evacuation, but still
z,goo citizens were sent down the Nile before the
route was closed by the Mahdi's forces. The siege
lasted for nearly a year until, in January r 885, the
level of the Nile fell far enough for the dervish
forces to cross the ditch Gordon had had constructed. G. W. Joy's painting (Cover) depicts the
moment when Gordon encountered the forces who
had stormed the city.
Joy finished the picture in r 893, having worked
from the information then available; as we now
know this was N 0 T the whole story. The story that
Gordon met his death unresisting seems to have
originated with one Ibrahim Bey al-Burdayni who
fled the Mahdi's camp in t 88'.

t89r and this was at once accepted as the correct
version as it fitted with the Victorian notion of
Gordon as a martyr. This was the Gordon whose
memory they could revere and whose way of life
they could recommend to the future Empire
builders as model for their lifestyle. But why should
this be? As Douglas Johnson, in an excellent
summary of the evidence concerned with public
reaction to Gordon's death, writes;
While Gordon had been a soldier holding out against
enormous odds, waiting for relief, the public could
imagine him dying a soldier's death. As long as there was
the possibility of a campaign continuing to overcome the
defeat and fall of Khartoum, the public could accept that
he died in battle, at his post, doing his duty in defeat so
that others could do theirs in victory. But when Gordon's
death was left unavenged, his defeat unchallenged, his
soldier's death was transformed. Not only did he become
a sacrificial victim to a callous government, he became a
martyr whose death was its own victory against his
foes.'ther

versions of the events of z6 January r 885
were published in the years before the full story
could be ascertained. One, probably the most
unlikely, was that Gordon had in fact escaped from
the city and was living as 'The White Pasha'n the
south of the Sudan waiting to lead a force which
would depose the Khedive and liberate Egypt from
tyranny. The anonymous author's prime piece of
evidence for this theory was that no one had either
produced Gordon's body, for which the British
government would have paid handsomely, or was
trustworthy enough to be believed when they told
of Gordon's death! The final argument was that,
in the absence of any accurate nr authentic evidence of his
death, there is at least a strong presumption that General
Gordon may have been miraculously saved by God, or
have escaped in the confusion of the fall of
Khartoum.'his

His death occurred just before sunrise. He made no
resistance, and did not fire a shot from his revolver... he
must have known that they did not intend to spare him,
and that was most likely what he
wanted...'his

story first appeared in Mahdiism and the
Egyptian Sudan by F. R. Wingate published in

88'ut

quietly died
theory was published in t
when Slatin Pasha, who had spent some time in the
Mahdi's camp, published his statement that he had
seen Gordon's head brought into the camp in r 88
The first official version of Gordon's death
claimed that Gordon was shot while leading some
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t W. H. Thornycroft It 8 So —t9zS), The Death of General

Gordon r 888, bronze
relief on the base of his statue of Gordon in Melbourne, Australia

of the defenders of the city to the Austrian church
and this seems to have been the version used by

William Hamo Thornycroft when sculpting the
bronze relief for the base of the Gordon statue for
Melbourne, Australia (Plate t). The remaining
explosives had been stored in the church and Gordon may have been making a bid to reach them
before the dervishes or he may have been planning
to blow up the Palace. About four months earlier
he had written,
I toss up in my mind whether, if the place is taken, to
blow up the palace and all in it or else to be taken, and
with God's help to maintain the faith, and if necessary to
suffer for
I think I shall elect the last because the
former has more or less the taint of suicide.4

it...

Later versions, most of which seem to date from
after the battle of Omdurman in t 898, seem to
agree that Gordon did not die unresisting but,
indeed, that he put up stiff resistance. The most
circumstantial version comes from Khalil Agha
Orphali who was one of Gordon's bodyguard and
managed to survive the massacre. Gordon had
gone to Khalil's assistance when he was wounded
in the first attack and,
z G. W. Joy, General Gordon's Last Stand, detail
Leeds City Art Galleries

an Arab threw a spear... hitting him [Gordon] on the
we stopped their rush by pouring continual
General Gordon, who had
firing [sic] from both of

shoulder...

us...

his sword drawn, struck the man but missed him and hit
another. A dervish black... fired at General Gordon,
hitting him on the chest and forcing him to lean on the
wall.

Gordon and Khalil then drove the dervishes back
to the foot of the staircase,
where General Gordon received a spear thrust, through
his left side, which threw him
down...'his

is a very different picture from the traditional
version and it is somewhat confirmed by Sergeant

Ibrahim El Kadi of the Khartoum garrison who
stated that Gordon killed ten dervishes before he
was killed.
It seems quite amazing that in the fierce fighting
which must have accompanied
the fall of
Khartoum that one incident was recalled with such
total clarity by so many people. The reality was
probably far different, a shot, a scuffle, another
shot and a sudden realization that the figure dead at
the foot of the steps was that of General Gordon
the man who had held together a city for nearly
twelve months in the face of a huge opposing army.
But it is not only the event of Gordon's death
which is fascinating but also the fact that Joy has

3 James Faed after Alexander Melville, His Last Despatch,

engraving

National Portrait Gallery reference collections

chosen to depicit him in Royal Engineer's undress
uniform (Plate z). Again, we have no contemporary evidence for this. There is only one illustration of Gordon remotely contemporary with the
siege which shows him wearing anything other
than uniform. This appears in two forms: an
engraving of a lost picture, 'His Last
3), and a 'scrap'igure (Plate 4), which children used to stick in their scrap books. Both of
these show Gordon wearing a Norfolk jacket and a
solar topee is visible in both pictures. This was the
typical travelling dress of the Englishman abroad.
In fact, Sir Henry Gordon, General Gordon's
brother, wrote that Gordon always wore a fez
during his time in the Sudan and so the artists have
allowed themselves to be swayed by the current
notion of 'suitable'ress rather than portraying
what Gordon actually wore. Al-Burdayni states
that Gordon was wearing white when he was killed
but as Burdayni was not in the Palace when Khartoum fell one must treat his statements with caution. Lytton Strachey followed this but he may
have assumed that Gordon was wearing some kind
of tropical kit as worn by administrators in the
early twentieth century. An Arab who had been
Despatch'Plate

4 'Scrap'igure of General Gordon
National Portrait Gallery reference collections

present at the fall of Khartoum stated that he knew
Gordon and identified a body which was at the foot
of some steps in the Palace: 'He was wearing a
black coat and trousers and a tarboosh on his
head',
which sounds
very like the Royal
Engineers'niform that Joy depicts.
NOTES
t F. W. Wingate, Mahdiism 6'he Egyptian Sudan, and edition
(r968) pp. t7t —7a
a Douglas H. Johnson, 'The Death of Gordon: A Victorian
Myth.'he Journal of Imperial O'ommonwealth History
(May r98a), p. 3oa.
3 Anonymous, The White Pasha (t 889).
4 C. G. Gordon, The Khartoum Journal, original in British
Library.

Joy's painting has become a classic image of
General Gordon but it is far more interesting from
a historiographical point of view, in that it reveals
more of the ideas of the time than it does of the
events of z6 January r 885.

3 Statement

6

by Khalil Agha Orphali
University of Durham.

J. A. R. Reid,

in the Sudan Archive,

'The Death of Gordon', Sudan Notes er Records

(r937) P *73.

Judith Prendergast organized the centenary exhibition
Gordon of Khartoum r833 —
8S at the National Portrait
Gallery in London, where she is a member of staff.

GENERAL GORDON,

LARGE AND SMALL

ADAM WHITE
Last year the Henry Moore Centre for the Study of
Sculpture purchased a bronze statuette of General
Gordon (Plate g) by the eminent sculptor Hamo
Thornycroft (r8go —r9zg). This was the first
example of Thornycroft's work for public display
to enter the Art Galleries'ollection and it complements the splendid group of his drawings, photographs and other documents presented by his
daughter, Mrs Elfrida Manning, in ry8z. The two
acquisitions are particularly well matched since the
archive is our main source of information on the
sculpture, providing a wealth of detail which could
scarcely be matched for any other English work of
art of the time. The story revealed by the documents was briefly told in Mrs Manning's recent
biography of her father, Marble and Bronze,'nd
Susan Beattie has since discussed the matter again
in a wider contextz shedding much further light
upon it. This being the centenary year of Gordon's
death, it is an appropriate time to explore the
subject a little further.
The statuette is a reduced version of the over
life-size effigy of Gordon made for the national
memorial which was unveiled in Trafalgar Square
in October r 888 and now stands on the Thames
Embankment (Plate 6). It is one of the few Victorian statues in London which is still loved and
admired, partly because of its exceptional quality
but mostly on account of the particular reverence
which the British people have always felt for the
person it commemorates.
Already famous for his brilliant campaign in
China during the early r86os, on his death in
January r 88'ordon became a martyr as well as a
hero, the very type of person which the Victorians
On
in sculpture.
most loved to immortalize
r z March it was put to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the House of Commons that no
'private memorial could express the feeling of the
country't the loss which it had sustained and that
a vote of funds should be proposed 'to erect a
national monument to the memory of the gallant
General'. The Chancellor's reply was non-committal: he promised to refer the matter to the Prime
Minister,s knowing no doubt that it would leave
him in a painful dilemma. Gladstone's opinion of

5 Hamo Thornycroft, Major General C. G. Gordon,
r 888-89, bronze statuette, h. r q'/z in
Leeds City Art Galleries
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Gordon had always been low, yet he was widely
blamed for his death and it would have seemed
extremely churlish of him to have turned the
proposal down. The government waited for over
four months, probably hoping to be relieved of its
obligation by the administrators of the fund which
had been raised by the general public for a national
Gordon memorial, but this avenue of escape was
closed when the managing committee decided to
spend the money on a boys'ome.4 Finally, in early
July, the Chancellor conceded that it would be 'in
accordance with a very general feeling'hat a
monument should indeed be erected and that the
question of finance for it would be submitted to
Parliament in due course.s
Once the matter had been officially taken in
hand, responsibility for the practical arrangements
fell automatically
on the First Commissioner of
Works, David Plunket. He put the question of the
form of the memorial to three leading artists, the
President of the Royal Academy, Sir Frederic
Leighton, the painter Sir John Millais and G. F.
Watts. Wishing no doubt to break the routine of
portrait statues and to give some creative scope to
their profession they all advocated an 'allegorical
the First Commissioner
group of sculpture'ut
decided that this was not what the public wanted.
A statue it had to be.
Plunket sensibly avoided the anguish, indecision
and mediocre results which could follow from
competitions and selected the artist himself. His
choice must have caused some surprise for Hamo
Thornycroft was only thirty-five years old and had
only one public memorial
a relatively obscure
work, sited indoors
entirely to his own name.7
He said later that it was to Leighton and Millais
that he owed the commission; certainly both knew
his work and Leighton, the mighty Jehovah of the
Victorian art world, had taught him in the Royal
Academy schools and taken him under his wing.
Thornycroft's very English-sounding name would
also have counted in his favour with those members of Parliament who had voiced the simmering
resentment, widely felt at the time, against the
employment of foreign sculptors.
The site appointed for the memorial was
Charing Cross at the south end of Trafalgar Square
and Thornycroft took careful account of how his
work would appear in relation to the statues
nearby. He estimated for a monument similar in
scale to that of Sir Henry Havelock, which stood at
the south-east corner of the Square, offering to
provide a bronze statue on a 'suitable decorated

—

6 Gordon Memorial, t 88' 88, London, Embankment
Gardens
Photo: Conway Library, Courtauld Institute of Art
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pedestal in granite'or 63,ooo. From his holiday
hotel at a German spa the First Commissioner sent
instructions that the terms should be immediately
accepted. In doing so his department rendered
them a little more precise: the statue was to be no
larger that Havelock's with a pedestal of 'ornate
character'. The official stress on embellishment is
interesting for it was to result in one of the most
striking features of the work.
The terms of payment implied a working method
which was then standard for large sculpture in
metal. A 'sketch'odel giving a general indication
of the design was to be completed by 3 t March
z886 when Thornycroft would receive Kazoo; a
second instalment of the same sum was to be paid a
year later when the full size clay model was finished
and the balance of Ez,ooo was due when the
monument had been erected, by the end of March
1888. Thornycroft thus had two and a half years
for his task
The commission was announced in The Times
on 8 September. Thornycroft received a letter of
architect
from his distinguished
congratulation
friend Alfred Waterhouse who offered valuable
advice about the pedestal. Waterhouse extolled

"
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'the beauty and fancy'isplayed
by Joshua
Marshall in contriving a new support for Hubert
Le Sueur's statue of Charles I when it was moved to
Charing Cross in the late seventeenth century, and
recommended
using the same material, for if
'Portland stone was good enough for the Martyr
King, why sh it not do for the Martyr General
also?'.'his was no casual suggestion from an
amateur; Waterhouse was highly experienced in
the use of sculpture and had indeed commissioned
a work from Thornycroft according to his own
design.'n effect, the two men collaborated on the
Gordon pedestal, although the basic artistic decisions remained with the sculptor. In a sketchbook
which he was using at the end of September
Thornycroft can be seen to have considered placing
his statue under a Gothic canopy after the fashion
of the Albert Memorials in London and Manchester, and this he proposed to complement by a
pedestal with a quatrefoil on the front. A second
sketch, done on the same day, shows the preferred
scheme with the figure uncovered and a base with
rectangular relief
help him obtain a good likeness for the statue
with suitable attributes Thornycroft read as many
accounts of Gordon's life as he could and spoke to
those who had known him.'s The general's only
surviving brother Sir Henry Gordon evidently
realized what an unconventional soldier the dead
hero had been and recommended that the statue
should be 'as little "military" as possible'. The
early sketches show a sword but Sir Henry recalled
that on the Chinese campaign which particularly
impressed Thornycroft from the literature Gordon
did not wear one and it was accordingly omitted.
Sir Henry also related that in China his brother
wore Royal Engineers'niform and always carried
binoculars; he offered to lend two photographs,
one which showed this and a portrait in profile.
The former was to prove very useful, particularly in
resolving a difficulty over Gordon's posture. Here
the descriptions contradicted one another, Sir
Henry insisting that he had been a 'fine, soldierly
fellow
well set-up and erect'hile a fellow
officer of Gordon's spoke of him as 'rather
humped-back'.'7
The painter John Marshall
remembered
seeing him at a Royal Academy
banquet and told Thornycroft that he was a
'vigorous, square-headed man, bulldog-like'hile
A. E. Hake whose best-selling biography'ould
certainly have been on the sculptor's reading list
described him as having a 'studied grace of action
and word'.'hornycroft built up a mental picture
panels.'o

...

7 Sketch model for the Gordon statue, t 886. Wax, h. 9'/z in
Leighton House Museum, Royal Borough of Kensington and

Chelsea

of 'the hero he undoubtedly was', a man of
'wonderful
strength of mind, love, kindness,

affection'.
The progress of the work from t 886 onwards
can be followed in detail in Thornycroft's journals
and engagement diaries. For the sketch in wax
required by the contract he had at least two
sessions with one of his regular models, an Italian
farmer named Orazio Cervi who walked to England every year.
figure was seen incomplete
on t7 January by the First Commissioner and the
Secretary of the Office of Works and, much to the
sculptor's relief, they pronounced
themselves
pleased with it. What they saw was probably the
model now preserved in Leighton's former home in
Kensington (Plate y). It is generally close to the final
design but with two interesting differences, that
Gordon's pose is in reverse and he is dressed in
what appears to be a frock coat of the type worn by
field officers of the Royal Engineers rather than the
General Officer's patrol jacket which is represented
on the statue.
The latter was probably studied
from a garment belonging to Gordon which Sir
but which
Henry, it seems, had offered to lend
Thornycroft may not have received at this stage.
The influence of Sir Henry's description is,
however, already evident, for the binoculars are
there and so are the boots. The problem of posture

'he

has been ingeniously and convincingly avoided by
the meditative attitude with chin in hand which
requires a slight stoop of the shoulders without
implying that Gordon always held himself in this
way. The vigour. mentioned by John Marshall and
abundantly described in A. E. Hake's biography is
conveyed by the stance and the set of the lower jaw,
but the pose also suggests something of the 'studied
grace'f which Hake had spoken. Altogether
Thornycroft used the information he had gathered
in a most sensitive way and the First Commissioner
had every reason to be satisfied. Towards the end of
January he reported to Parliament that the design
appeared to him 'very beautiful'.2s
The second stage of model-making
began
before the first was complete. In his studio
Thornycroft set up a stand connected by an iron
support to a skeleton and over this he began a 33
inch clay version of the statue, just under a quarter
of the final size. A separate sketch model was
made of the pedestal; this is first referred to in
February and Thornycroft was at work on it again
in May. By late September he had completed the
clay figure and divided it in two sections to be cast
individually
in the more durable material of

A delicate and precise pencil study
plaster.
which was done at the same time shows the whole
memorial as it would eventually appear (Plate 8).
The long and laborious process was, however, less
than half complete. Before a full-size model could
be made from which the bronze would be cast the
height of the statue had to be finally decided.
Thornycroft turned to his fellow artists for advice:
Leighton and Millais were out of town
but he
was able to consult Waterhouse and G. F. Watts
who both thought the t t ft 6 in of the Havelock
statue too high and suggested between 8 and 9 ft.
Thornycroft proposed a compromise of toft to
the First Commissioner which he accepted.
The
final enlargement of the model for the statue was
begun by Thornycroft's new French assistant H.
Hubert who was later joined by an old studio
hand, Jim Smith. 'rom the quarter-size figure
they performed the task of 'pointing up', a process
of taking measurements
with an instrument
known as a pointing machine and marking them,
with the distances proportionally increased, on a
new mass of clay so that they served to guide the
hand of the master when he began work on it in
early December.
In the meantime the Office of Works had found
itself in difficulty over the site of the memorial. Its
proposal was to remove the statue of Sir Charles
Napier from the south-west corner of Trafalgar
Square and install the Gordon on its place as a
pendant to the Havelock but this brought protests
from two of Napier's relatives. An alternative site
was sought nearby in Waterloo Place but its use
required the approval of another government
department, the Office of Woods which refused
permission on the grounds that the position was
too important for a mere statue and only a
'monumental
group'ould be considered. By
t 886 Trafalgar Square had been
September
readopted; however it was not until August r 888,
two months before the unveiling ceremony, that
the exact position was settled, between the fountains on the north side of Nelson's Column.
This tedious and time-wasting affair had one
positive result, that it made Thornycroft reexamine the statues in Waterloo Place. He must
already have studied J. H. Foley's deeply pensive
Sidney Herbert and J. E. Boehm's rugged Field
Marshall Burgoyne for Gordon's pose is a
combination of the two. In his reappraisal he paid
particular attention to the latter and learned much
from the variety and liveliness of its surface
texture.34

8 Study for the Gordon Memorial, September r 886. Pencil.
Thornycroft Archive

Early in I88y Thornycroft was busy with the
pedestal which seems by then to have advanced
beyond the sketch model stage; a mould was being
taken from a new model, probably a small version
of the final design, on xz March. The statue had
grown so large that scaffolding was needed to
proceed with it; 'enjoyable work', the sculptor
noted. At the end of the month there was excitement in the studio when a long-awaited hydraulic
turntable arrived. Thornycroft was well pleased
with this device which enabled him to raise the
statue x I ft from the ground with a hand pump and
to turn it with ease allowing him to see more or less
how it would appear to the public when set on its
pedestal.
Some fifty more working days were
needed to complete the clay figure and cast it in
plaster;
finally on IS October a photographer
came to record the finished work. Thornycroft sat
in his smock with modelling tool in hand, proudly
confronting the camera with his creation towering
above him (Plate 9). Two days later James Moore
came and took the statue away to his foundry at
Thames Ditton in Surrey. The studio looked empty
without it but the model for the pedestal took its
place on the turntable.
The return sides of the pedestal were to be
slightly convex and each was to be adorned by a
bronze relief panel. Perhaps as a concession to the
scheme originally proposed by the artist-advisors
and rejected by the First Commissioner, Thornycroft eschewed the narrative scenes which were
conventional for public memorials in England at
the time and chose to show pairs of allegorial
figures, Charity and Justice on one panel, Fortitude
and Faith on the other (Plate xo). An air of fi'rr de
siecle reverie pervades them with their gently blurred contours and flowing draperies, all in highly
effective contrast to the crisp execution and exact
historical detail of the statue itself. Thornycroft's
wife Agatha posed for Charity early in I888 and
their two-year-old son Oliver served as model for
the little boy whom she is shown teaching to read.
By the end of April the panels had been completed
in clay. The matter of the pedestal stonework was
left in the hands of Waterhouse who obtained two
estimates for it and persuaded Thornycroft to
accept the higher one, submitted by William Brindley, one of the foremost suppliers of architectural
sculpture.
Limestone was specified, matching the
Charles I pedestal, though Hopton Wood from
Derbyshire was chosen in preference to Portland.
A delay at the foundry forced Thornycroft to ask
for a six-week extension to his final deadline.

9 Hamo Thornycroft
F. W. Edwards?

in his studio,

National Portrait Gallery Archive
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October r 88'. Photograph by

later to complain that he had time for little else.44
Prestigious commissions came his way all the more
readily after his election to full membership of the
Royal Academy on xo May.4s In all, r 888 was his
annus mirabilis.
The commercial possibilities of the Gordon statue in miniature were perceived by one Arthur
Leslie Collie who had recently established himself
as an 'art decorator'n London. He clearly saw in
Thornycroft's finely detailed and highly finished
portrait of a famous hero the makings of a saleable
object which would enable him to diversify his
interests. The production of fine bronze statuettes
in England had become far easier when in r 88
sculptor Alfred Gilbert returned from Italy bringart of lost-wax casting
ing the long-forgotten
which made possible a higher quality finish and a
more precise rendering of detail than the sandmould method which had previously been used.
The technique was taken up by other artists with
enthusiasm and it was hoped that the small bronzes
produced by the new process would attract the
'ordinary buyer of pretty objects'ho could not
afford full-size statues and had no space to display

'he

them.4'n

to Panel on the Gordon Memorial with figures representing
Fortitude and Faith
Photo: Conway Library, Courtauld Institute of Art

Shortly after it had expired he reported that the
memorial was almost complete and ready to be set
in place,
four months elapsed before the
pedestal was erected under Waterhouse's supervision. Finally, on zg September the statue was
raised up by a three-legged crane, watched by a
crowd of casual onlookers and the anxious
sculptor. Recovering from his state of nerves,
Thornycroft noted laconically that he was 'fairly
well pleased with the whole effect'f his work.4a
The Gordon memorial
was unveiled
on
x6 October with a ceremony sadly muted by a ban
on public meetings in the Square, but the subdued
proceedings did nothing to quell Thornycroft's
excitement
and he was rewarded by a generally
favourable press, congratulations
from fellow
artists and the enthusiasm of Gordon's sister,
Augusta. Artistically, the work was a triumph and
it paved the way for a career so successful in the
making of public memorials that Thornycroft was

'ut

3 January t889 Thornycroft wrote out a
draft agreement selling Collie the copyright of his
Gordon statue, apparently for an edition of r oo, in
return for Ego plus one fifth of the nett profits.4a
This appears to have been Collie's first venture in
publishing sculpture; it was certainly the first time
that Thornycroft had concluded such a bargain
and he wondered if it would bring him any money
beyond the down payment. The price seemed to
him low but, like other sculptors he 'hoped to see
small bronzes come in'.
The statuette seems to have been derived from
the quarter-size model for the statue. This was sent
to Joseph Biglioski, a sculptor then living not far
from Thornycroft, who specialized in making
reductions
and produced a t3'/z inch version of
the sculpture
which Thornycroft then worked
himself before passing it over to Jim Smith who
made a gelatine mould for the production of plaster
casts. Six of these were made on z3 February; 'all
good'hornycroft noted.s2 The foundry of J. W.
Singer and Sons at Frome, Somerset appears to
have undertaken the bronze casting.
Collie shrewdly timed the publication of the
statuette to coincide with the opening of the annual
Royal Academy exhibition to the public on
6 Mays4 and one of the bronzes was included in the
display. The copyright sale gave Thornycroft the

'n

I3

satisfaction of being consulted by his former
mentor, Leighton, who sought his advice before
making a similar agreement with Collie for his
statuette, The Sluggard.
Thornycroft himself repeated the experiment with his statue of the Liberal
Statesman and orator John Bright, erected at Rochdale in x8yx
and in x8c)o, x89x and x89z he
received some of the royalty payments on the Gordon of which he had felt uncertain.
For Collie,

however, the success did not last; by x9ox his
business had failed, probably through lack of patronage.'t has been suggested that the reason was
the cost of his works:
a list of Thornycroft's
sculpture dated x9zo tends to confirm this for it
cerincludes a Gordon statuette at 4O guineas,
tainly not a popular price. For all Collie's efforts
fine art bronzes remained the preserve of the richand of museums.
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'BEAUTIFULL TRUE GENTEEL
LIKENESS'ERRY

FRIEDMAN
The London Tradesman of zyqy claimed that
modelling in wax 'requires neither much Genius,
out also the
Learning, or Ingenuity'pointing
precarious social position of the modellers themselves, for, not being bound to a City Company,
they were disqualified from voting at the election of
magistrates and Members of Parliament).'et, a
few years later George Vertue, whose diaries tell us
so much about the arts in Georgian England,
announced the recent success achieved by 'the
portrait way of Modelling in wax from the life'; the
quality he most admired was their 'beautifull true
genteel likeness'.2 The triumph of English portrait
waxes in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries undoubtedly
was largely due to the
virtuosity of the sculptor in being able to render a
convincingly realistic image. Mrs Goldsmith's lifesize effigy of William III in Westminster Abbey was
commended in a letter to the editor of The Post
in zyoz for
Angel or Universal Entertainment
possessing 'so majestic a mien that nothing seems
wanting but life and motion, as persons of great
honour upon the strictest view have with surprise
declared', while Lady Hamilton, on first seeing in
z So6 a profile wax of Viscount Nelson modelled by
Catherine Andras, declared it the 'most striking
likeness that has been taken... the direction 5c
form of the nose, mouth and chin, [and] the general
carriage of the body was exactly his, and that
altogether the likeness was so great it was impossible for anybody who had known him to doubt
about or mistake it'.4 The Abbey figure of William
Pitt, the Earl of Chatham, by Patience Wright (who
The London Magazine in z yy S credited with
producing 'a new style of picturing superior to
statuary [which] live with such a perfect animation,
that we are more surprised than charmed for we see
art perfect as nature'), has uncannily life-like
colouring, glass eyes and both real hair and
clothes.s Mrs Salmon's and, later, Madam
Tussaud's wax figures, too, were praised for this
of realism. Indeed, from the late
quality
seventeenth century through the nineteenth this
branch of the business was dominated by women,
some of whom little is known about, while others
had wilful personalities, like the American Quaker,

Mrs Wright (zyzS —
86). She resided in London
where she
during the American Revolution,
there
and raree-show,
opened a waxworks
expostulating a torrent of radical, unorthodox
views with 'the wildness of a maniac'nd publicly
berating the King for his unfair treatment of the
colonies. These wax figures are most closely
related to portrait busts of the rococo period, like
that of the actor and poet, Colley Cibber, c. zygo,
from the workshops of the London sculptors
Henry and John Cheere, which is made of painted
plaster and has glass eyes and a removable turban
(Plate
of the small size of profile and threemost are no more than a few
quarter portraits
inches high
the wax modeller, like the painter in
miniature and the silhouette cutter, was able to
zz).'ecause

—

—

..ff"> ia
z z Bust of Colley Cibber, c. zygo, attributed to Sir Henry
S z) or John (z yo9-Sy) Cheere, painted plaster,
(z yog —
h. 6y.3 cm

National Portrait Gallery, London (Acc. no. zo45)

zs

travel more frequently and further afield, and,
therefore, attracted a wider spectrum of provincial
patronage than the sculptor working in marble and
bronze, who was tied to his studio. Sitters for wax
portraits could be accommodated makeshift in
some convenient shop
a bookseller', jeweller's
in which ever town the itinerant
or toymaker's
modeller happened to be visiting. Samuel Percy,
one of the most successful of these artists, informed
prospective clients of Tunbridge Wells, in a
hand-bill issued in tangy, that 'he has now arrived
R shall receive orders for likenesses for a short time
(on his way to Brighthelmstone [Brighton] ) at the
Great Rooms on the Walks, where numbers of
specimens may be seen of Subjects taken from life
after demise'.
There, the modeller would
fashion the portrait swiftly and inexpensively. In
an advertisement in the Dublin Evening Post of
xy79, Percy took pains to distinguish between his
method and oil painting on canvas, stressing that
'the ease of sitting, shortness, cheapness, and
similitude to the human face, give [waxes] the
preference to any method attempted in the miniature way', and in Gore's Liverpool General Advertiser of tygz, he assured clients that 'No formal
sittings [are] necessary, nor half the time taken up
which... portrait painters are obliged to use'.s
These technical differences are reflected in the
prices. Isaac Gosset, one of the leading modellers,
charged one guinea for a wax profile in zygo,,
which can be compared to the Ez,6 gs. od. Michael
Rysbrack received for a full-size marble bust five
years
method also had the advantages of replication: editions were cast from a plaster intaglio of
the original wax." In this way John Charles
Lochee could charge four guineas for casting 'a
copy'rom 'an Original Model'hich cost
E6tzs.od., and Agostino Carlini could supply
plaster reproductions of his wax relief of an
'Emblematic Figure representing Maritime Power
and Riches't six guineas each.tz Both Lochee and
Carlini had established reputations as carvers in
marble, working in wax only intermittently, and
this was also the case with Ann Seymour Darner,
John Flaxman and others. Likewise, James Tassie's
celebrated white glass-paste profile portraits were
also cast in intaglio moulds taken from wax
originals, and Josiah Wedgwood, in the production
of jasperware pottery, cast portraits and other low
reliefs from waxes.ts
The close relationship which sometimes existed
between modellers in wax and in other, more

—

—

durable materials is shown in the career of Isaac
Gosset (tyt3 —
99) who, as a Director of the Society
of Artists, an intimate friend of Gainsborough and
a favourite of the royal family, achieved a considerreputation.'4
able national
The 'Ingenious
Gosset', so Vertue related in t7gr, 'whose
skill has been so universally
approvd on for
likeness [has] from these Models, molds or casts
off. in the same composition of white wax
R
sells each head in oval frames for one guinea apeece
Other persons have got these R from molds R
casts them in plaster of paris. and are sold all over
the town and Country
at a small price'.'uch
replicas apparently found their way into the workshops of decorative plasterers and were used, in
much the same way as collections of engravings, as
sources for portrait likenesses and decorative
details. An example of this is Gosset's white wax

Mr...

...

—

—

later.'he

t6

tz ProfileofPriscilla GreeneBignold,c. r8zs,attributedto
t 793—t85o), coloured-wax,

David Morrison (active
h. y.6 cm (wax size)

Leeds City Art Galleries, bought Lotherton Endowment
Fund with the aid of a government grant (Acc. no. 3 g/83)

profiles of members of the royal family which, as
plaster replicas, may have been used as models for
the much larger portraits on the Long Gallery
ceiling at Temple Newsam, assembled by the
celebrated York plasterers, Thomas Perritt and
Joseph Rose the elder between 17y3 and
Gosset wax of Augusta, Princess of Wales, in the
collection of Her Majesty The Queen, and another
of George II, in the Museum of Art at Pittsburgh,
by Isaac's uncle, Matthew Gosset (t683 —
1744),
both incorporate as part of the relief elaborate
ribbons, foliage and masks similar to the decorative surrounds on the Temple Newsam
this respect, it is perhaps pertinent that another
Gosset practiced as a
wax portraits by Samuel Percy, George
Bullock and David Morrison recently acquired by
Leeds City Art Galleries belong to the tradition
described in this introduction. Morrison, who
worked in London between r 793 and t 8 S o,
specialized in delicate and exquisitely detailed
profile portraits.'he woman identified on a label
as Priscilla Greene Bignold (Plate t z) and modelled
around
18>5, shortly before Morrison was
appointed 'Miniature Modeller'o various members of the royal family, although unsigned, may be
attributed to him on stylistic grounds. The execution is remarkable. The head, hair and torso are
modelled separately and mounted on a paintedglass background; the embroidered cap and collar,
the red over-dress and the yellow shawl, all made of
gossamer-thin layers of wax, are carefully laid over
the profile, and, finally, the facial features are
painted on.
The more elaborate the dress, the more expensive the portrait. Morrison's charges are unrecorded, but one of his contemporaries, T. R. Poole,
Modeller to His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales, asked between seven and ten guineas for
portraits modelled 'from life'nd ten guineas for
men in 'clerical habits or regimentals'; he also
charged two or three guineas for copies, but made
'free of expense, the Head of a Gentleman, on
Poole
receiving a guarantee for twenty Copies'.
and Morrison were two of many modellers in
coloured-wax, of whom Samuel Percy was the
most accomplished.
Percy (Plate t 3) cultivated his position by proclaiming in the press that he was 'so well-known in
the Kingdom at large it is unnecessary in this
Puffing Age to spin out his own Panegyric
further'.
Born in Dublin in t7So, he emigrated to
England during the x78os, first journeying as an

17'.'

ceiling.'n

framemaker.'he

...

t3 'Front Face'elf-portrait by Samuel Percy (r 75o—r 8 so),
coloured-wax, h. 9.g z, cm without frame
Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Acc. no. A. 37—r94o)

itinerant to fashionable provincial towns like
Brighton, Chester, Liverpool and Tunbridge Wells,
and finally settled in London. A prolific artist, his
forte was coloured-wax tableaux depicting incidents from daily life
quarrelling fisherwomen,
soldiers and peasants, prize fighters, gipsy encampand
ments, the progress of inebriety and so on
Daniel O'onnell
also from modern history
addressing an audience, Frederick the Great in his
last illness, The Death of Voltaire, The Three
Musicians (Plate ty), which was modelled for 'the
Benefit of Decay'd Musicians'nd
to raise a
'Voluntary Subscription for the Benefit of Percy ye
Artist'. These seem like sculpture equivalents of the
contemporary narrative paintings of John Singleton Copley and Johan Zoffany (Plate tS). The
tableaux were displayed in small, glass-fronted
boxes, like toy theatres, and some were exhibited in
William Bullock's Egyptian Hall Museum in Piccadilly, where 8o,ooo visitors a month stared wideeyed at 'upwards of Fifteen Thousand Natural and
Foreign Curiosities, Antiquities, and Productions
of the Fine Arts'.
It was, of course, the naturalistic colouring that
gave Percy's waxes their convincing appearance of
reality, a method which Gore's t78z advertisement boasted as producing 'Pictures [which] come

—
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r4 The Three Musicians by Samuel Percy (r 75o—r 8zo),
coloured-wax, 57 x 63.5 cm including case

Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Acc. no. 446-r 88 ')

z5 David Garrick Performing in 'Love in a Village or The
Chearful Man'sa King', by Johan Zoffany (r73 3 —r8 to), oil
on canvas, ror.6 x rz7cm

The Detroit Institute of Art, Gift of Mr and Mrs Edgar B.
Whitcomb (Acc. no. 47.398)

x8

x6 'Front Face'of Richard Reynolds,
coloured-wax, h. x 7.8 cm (wax size)
Leeds City Art Galleries (Acc. no.

x8

x 8/Sx)

to, by Samuel Percy (xylo —x Szo)

...

nearer life than any other
ever attempted'.
Although this treatment of sculpture is no longer
fashionable, it was particularly admired in the
eighteenth
century. In Richard Cumberland's
country house satire of r 78', Visit to Sir Theodore
and Lady Thimble, the unsuspecting
glimpse of 'a well-dressed gentleman [with] his
hat under his arm [who] must be the master of the
mansion... expecting us with great politeness and
civility', on closer inspection turned out to be 'a
leaden statue... painted in a blue and gold coat,
with a red waistcoat'anufactured
in the Hyde
Park Corner workshop of the sculptor John
Cheere.24 It is, therefore, interesting that Percy
claimed to have produced lead figures in 'as
masterly a style as by any person in England, he
being (what is seldom the case) thoroughly bred to
every branch of the Statuary-Business'.
Percy's half-length 'Front Face'ortraits in wax
are also invariably coloured but what gives them
their distinctive character is the manner they are
presented in a kind of Berninesque Baroque theatre
box, complete with swagged curtains. The portrait
of Richard Reynolds (Plate x6), signed 'S. Percy
x8ro', in Leeds City Art Galleries, shows the
elderly, white-haired gentleman dressed in a brown
waistcoat and jacket, with a white cravat, posed
against a green silk background hung with a green
wax curtain. This is displayed in a gilt-wood and
travellers'irst

glazed frame set into a veneered walnut cabinet
with a pair of doors, so that it looks like a sort of
triptych
(Plate r 7). Percy sometimes
supplied
handwritten instructions on the back of the frames,
such as 'Hold the Top of the Head to the Light that
all the Features may catch a share, without it the
Beauty of the Human Face would be Lost or but
Imperfectly seen',
or, in the case of another cast
of the Reynolds, also dated r 8 to: 'Hold the frame
paralel to the window that all the features may
catch equal Light and shadow'.
A third cast,
dated r 8 t r, is in the Birmingham Museum and Art
and others of slightly later date, perhaps
Gallery
related to 'an original Bust by S. Percy, in the
possession of George Dillwyn'ngraved
by Henry
Meyer for Reynolds's obituary in The European
Magazine in r8rp, are in the National Maritime
Museum at Greenwich, the National Portrait
Gallery in London and in private collections.
The popularity of this portrait was due to the
reputation of Reynolds (r7gg —
r8z6) as a leading
Quaker philanthropist. Born in Bristol and apprenticed to a grocer, in r y y 6 he became a partner in the
famous ironworks
run by
at Coalbrookdale
Abraham Darby, whose daughter he married in the
following year. James Watt, Josiah Wedgwood and
William Roscoe, the Liverpool collector, were
among his friends. After a long and successful
career as manager of the works, during which he
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The wax in Plate t 6, with the cabinet doors open
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amassed a personal fortune, Reynolds retired in
t789 and eventually returned to his native town,
it is
where he dispensed large sums of money
to various charitable
said at least E to,ooo a year
institutions.
Roscoe rhapsodized

—

—

For prompt compassion, vigilant to save,
For bounty, generous as the heart that gave:
If these, ascending towards the Source of Light,
May waft the spirit on its heavenward flight,
Then, REYNQLDS, 'midst the mansions of the just,

Crowned are thy labours, and confirmed thy trust

effigies, portraits and tableaux proved
extremely popular in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries and are known on occasion to
have been shown in pride of place. The collector
James West, for example, displayed a set of z47
portraits of the Popes, from Peter to Clement IX, in
a rosewood cabinet in a 'Museum of Curiosities'n
his house at Alscot in Warwickshire." Nevertheless, it is also true that waxes 'maintained a tenuous
respectability in serious art circles'nd the realism and attention to incidental details which
characterize the work of the best British modellers
Catherine Andras, Mrs Goldsmith, Isaac and
Matthew Gosset, David Morrison, Samuel Percy,
Peter Rouw the younger
must have struck an
idiosyncratic note in an age which placed greater
emphasis on classical idealism in sculpted portraits. Waxes, therefore, might be seen as represenwhich
ting a bastion against this mainstream,
would explain their continuing appeal to the
conservative elements of British society, the newlyrich middle class merchants and professionals and,
particularly, the royal family. Both George III and
George IV, as well as their relatives and intimates,
not only commissioned a large number of wax
portraits but preferred to sit to sculptors like Peter
Belfast-born
Turnerelli
(r y74 —t 839), the
Sculptor-in-Ordinary
to the King, who is credited
with being the first in the nineteenth century to
portray his sitters in contemporary dress rather
than in anonymous classical drapery (the reader
may recall his marble bust of Queen Charlotte,
t8t8, at Temple Newsam)," although Turnerelli
'ax

—

—

may merely have conformed to an established
practice represented by wax portraits; or Samuel
Joseph (tyzlt —t8SO), who was Peter Rouw the
younger's most brilliant pupil and the outstanding
representative of realistic portraiture in marble at
the height of the Greek Revival. As a result, these
sculptors and more particularly wax modellers
have been regarded as mavericks and largely
ignored by sculpture historians.
The adherence of wax portraits to the 'true
likeness'as not the only, and probably not even
the main reason for their segregation. Waxes have
always been considered curiosities rather than
works of high art. The New-York Daily Advertiser
reported on z.t March ryz)t: 'To be sold, That
Most pleasing and extraordinary phenomenon in
art, the Wax Speaking Figure, with the Likeness of
Mrs. Siddons in the Character of a Grecian
Daughter, and a number of other wax Figures, a
brilliant Diamond Beetle, a paradox, and an alarm
against House Breaking and Fire. Apply at No 7
Beekman street, where the same are exhibited as
usual. Ladies and Gentlemen are admitted as zs.
each and children at rs. each'. And, waxes were
the perfect subject for satire. Fog's Journal of
6 December tying described Mrs Mary Salmon's
Wax-Works in Fleet Street as being 'no better than
an idle Whim, a Painter's Fancy, a Gardiner's
Gugaw... a Savoyard's Box, a
The Gentleman's Magazine of January ty36
forwarded a witty proposal for disbanding the
Army and then commissioning Mrs Salmon to raise
'the same number of Men in the best of Wax', with
the 'Clock-Work necessary for them'upplied by
'that ingenious Mechanick, Myn Heer Von Pinchbeck'; and it was believed that 'this future Army
will be, to all Intents and Purposes, as useful as ever
our present one has been... all the Men will be all
the same Size, and, of the same Features and
Complexion: The requisite Degree of Fierceness
may be given them by the proper Application of
Whiskers, Scars, and such like Indications of
Courage'. The only objection to the scheme was
that 'a Waxen Army is not likely to stand Fire
Puppet-Shew'nd

well'"
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PHILIP WILSON STEER
Some Watercolours from the Leeds Collection
CAL CLOTHIER
Although there is widespread agreement that Philip
Wilson Steer (x86o—z9yz,) is among the best
British watercolourists of this century, the systematic study of his output in watercolour has scarcely
started. We have, as yet, little idea where most of
the watercolours are located and only a very vague
notion of what it is about his work in this medium
which justifies his reputation. This article cannot
really tackle either of these problems, but I would
like, through looking at some of the Wilson Steer
watercolours in the Leeds City Galleries collection,
to make a contribution to our appreciation of a
painter whose work, particularly in watercolour,
seems to me due for a radical
first known watercolour (now in the
Courtauld Collection) dates from a visit to Swanage in r 89o, during which he was given 'first aid'y
one J. L. Henry.2 His last watercolours were made
at Walmer, Kent, in z93y, when he was almost
blind, though he continued until I939 to make
tonal sketches. For almost fifty years, he spent his
summer holiday as a kind of professional amateur
making watercolour drawings in the vicinity of
whichever place he had chosen to stay in. Bearing
in mind that he often had a number of drawings in
progress at the same time, the output of watercolours must have been enormous. At the end of his
life, with the help of his secretary, Miss Glenn
Huggins, Steer sorted out the ones he wanted to
survive, and signed and dated them; some four
hundred were disposed of at his executors'ale at
Christie's in z9yz..
The Leeds holding consists of twenty-seven
watercolours, nineteen of which are part of the
Lupton Bequest. (About half the Lupton works
were bought at Christie's.) The holding is particularly strong with regard to work from his very
early and very late periods; it is much weaker over
the middle period from t9to to the mid-I92,os.
Before I look at the Leeds works, however, I need to
sketch in a more general picture of Steer's use of
water colour.
In his first one-man show, at the Goupil Gallery
in x 89', Steer exhibited thirty-eight oils and five
reassessment.'teer's

watercolours (of Boulogne). He was to remain
principally a painter in oils for some time, but
gradually the balance shifted away from oil, and at
the same time his subject matter shifted from
portraiture and boudoir pieces towards landscape.
By z9r 6 he was telling Lady de Walden 'I am not a
portrait painter, but if you like I will do a small
landscape for you'. By r9zz, when he painted his
superb portrait of his house-keeper, Mrs Raynes,
he was a landscape painter with the bulk of his
work being produced in water-colour. Needless to
say, why and how Steer used the medium also
changed, both in relation to his oils, and also in
terms of his use of watercolour in its own right.
Graham Reynolds, who gives Steer one plate and
five lines in his Concise History of Watercolours,
claims that he simply 'reverted to a conception of
the watercolour sketch which would not have
seemed alien to Girtin or Cotman'.4 While there is
much truth in this, it fails to recognize where Steer
made a contribution to British watercolour drawing by developing the traditional 'blot'r washed
pencil sketch to a point where it stood halfway
between the preparatory sketch and the exhibition
painting. It fails also to recognise where Steer was
original, that is, in his development of the 'impression'o the point where it could be considered a
perfected statement in watercolour. Steer's debt to
the great English watercolourists was enormous.
The fact that watercolour had been so important in
English painting must have been of great significance to a man as intensely nationalistic in his
views as Steer (as it was to others in the New
English Art Club, of which Steer was a founder
member). But Steer's debt is, surely, cancelled by
what is original in his work; if he went back to
Constable and Turner, and to the French Impressionists, he also achieved his own style which is
very much of the twentieth century.
Steer relished the unpredictability
of watercolour, a medium which can take on a life of its
own, particularly when applied very wet or to
damped paper. He knew how to exploit compositionally the accidental effects, to improvise and to
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take risks. He remembered that water is a prime
constituent of any landscape and that he was to a
great extent using water to depict some form of
water; the accidents of watercolour seem so often
to correspond to the accidental effects of water in
the natural world. He also learned to exploit the
light value of his paper; indeed, I believe his great
breakthrough comes when he realises the paper is
as expressive as the pigment.
Steer's attitude to watercolour is perfectly
expressed in the 'helpful hint'e gave an amateur
watercolourist: 'A watercolour is nearly always a
fluke. If you go on doing them flukes will happen a
little oftener'.'teer
did 'go on doing them',
summer after summer, come rain come shine, and,
whether by chance or not, he came to create a
profoundly lyrical record of English landscape.
THE EARLY PERIOD

If my redating of Woodland Scene, Bridgnorth is
correct, the Leeds collection has eight works from
this period. At this time Steer worked in two kinds
of location. He worked at places like Richmond
(Richmond Castle, Yorkshire, I9o3, 5.2o7/52,),
Hardraw Force (Hawes, Hardraw Force c. I9oy,
5.I98/52,), Chepstow (The Wye above Chepstow
I905, 8.I3/3 I), and the Horseshoe-bend of the

Severn (Severn Valley above Newnham,
from
Littledean I9o9, I3.I88/53.). Sickert referred to
such traditionally picturesque locations as Steer's
'August sites', and there is no doubt that Steer was
deliberately seeking out subjects which enabled
him to paint impressive oils. The watercolours
listed above must all have been sketches made to
that end. Indeed, the function of Steer's use of
watercolour at this stage is primarily that of the
preparatory sketch. However, it must also be said
that he was clearly interested in the possibilities of
the medium in its own right. Taking this group of
paintings together, one is first of all struck by the
rate of experimentation that Steer engages in; each
watercolour seems to be an experiment in a manner
new to him. The ochre and brown of Hawes,
drawHardraw Force recalls eighteenth-century
ings. The composition and the colouring of Severn
Valley above Neunham, from Littledean are, as
Laughton notes, 'an "absolute pastiche" of Turner
yet as a pastiche remarkably good'. The
luminosity of this work, achieved mainly through
the light tonality and the pink and gold colouring,
is not very common in the works of this period.
One reason for this may be that Steer tends to
overwork the drawings, frequently breaking the

...

golden rule of watercolour painting: 'never lose
your paper'. At this stage he still uses chinese white
for highlights and the final drawing has, more often
than not, a dried out appearance.
Steer's struggle with the medium was carried on
not only at the August sites, however. If he returned
to Turner, he also returned to places which had a
far more personal significance for him, namely, the
towns of the Severn Valley. In the I88os, he had
visited Walberswick virtually every year. From the
late I89os he increasingly shifted his attention to
Ludlow, Bridgnorth and Stroud. His mother died
in I898 and it is not far-fetched to associate his
shift of locations with that event. In I93z Steer
wrote to his painting companion G. L. Behrend:
'Thank you for your interesting letter about a part
of the country that I have known in my boyhood as
we lived at Whitchurch for I7 years so that I know
more or less most of the places you mention and I
therefore have a sentimental feeling for it'. The
paintings made at Bridgnorth (View near Bridgnorth, I9oI, 5.2o5/5r, and The Vale, Bridgnorth,
I9oI 5.2o6/52.), Stroud (Stormy Day, Stroud,
Gloucestershire,
I902, I3.I87/53) and either
Ludlow or Bredon (A Breezy Morning, I906,
SWz,o7/z5) have, therefore, to be thought of as
studies of a part of the country for which Steer had
a deep nostalgia, rather than works in the grand
picturesque manner. In this respect, he is working
very much in the spirit, and frequently in the style,
of Constable, whose work is also imbued with a
longing for the scenes of his childhood. It is, one
feels, mainly from these more personal works that
the later, more original watercolours develop.
Of course the fact that Steer's motivation may
have been 'sentimental'oes not mean that he was
concerned simply to paint scenes of timeless rural
calm. Right from the beginning he was interested in
equivalent of natural
finding the watercolour
forms and also of weather and light effects. He was
as any
particularly fond of breezy mornings
and
English plein air watercolourist needs to be
of showers over distant hills. His Stormy Day,
Stroud, Gloucestershire, of I9o2., is a very black,
rather messy attempt to depict one such shower
(Plate I8). The result is more effective in black and
white illustration
where one cannot see the
roughing of the paper and the patchy washes,
especially in the sky.
Steer at this time is principally a painter of oils. In
his Vieu near Bridgnorth (Plate I9), the watercolour is applied in dabs and strokes over a preliminary pencil sketch. Despite the attempt to articulate

—
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the sky and clouds in freer washes, the final effect is
of a rather wet oil painting. And yet the handling of
the water and the trees across it is delicate and
evocative and points clearly towards Steer's more
mature style. The distance between the styles can
be seen instantly when we compare the Leeds work
with a painting of the same location made
twenty-four years later, Bridgnorth, in the Ashmolean Museum. In the later work detail is eliminated
in favour of soft, very wet washes and patches of
pigment in a narrower range of tone and colour.
The foreground vegetation of the Leeds work gives
way to a broader, lower view of the water and its
clearer reflections. If the first work seems to have
been dabbed on to the paper, the second could
almost have been floated on to it; it remains as cool
and damp as the day it was created and is, surely,
one of Steer's finest works.
THE MIDDLE PERIOD
In x9o7 Steer returned to France (where he had
been trained as a painter) to see the Cezanne
Memorial Exhibition in Paris. Three years later he
attended the London exhibition of Monet and the
What influence the French
Post-Impressionists.
had on Steer's watercolours it is hard to say, but the
exhibitions are worth remembering when we consider the way in which his work in that medium
developed in the decade following them. Unfortunately, this is the point at which the Leeds collection has a considerable gap. Apart from two studies
made when Steer was an official war artist, Men
Rosyth, x9xy (xg.x9zlg3)'nd Dover
Castle, x9x8 (479/z3), there is nothing between
x909 and x9zo, which means that the work from
Bosham (x9x4), Painswick (x9xg), Chirk Castle
(x9x6), Haresfoot, Berkhamstead (x9xp) and
Alum Bay on the Isle of Wight (x9x9) is not
represented. In these years Steer freed watercolour
from any notion of preparatory sketch and produced a succession of pure drawings (without any
pencil marks or chinese white) consisting of the
most limited tone and colour ranges. The external
world is rendered (or, rather, created) in colours
chosen for their harmonies rather than their realism. Each painting is an impression in which land,
sea, sky and the details of buildings or trees are
unified in a single glance with a single mood. They
not
are 'impressions'n Steer's sense of the term
'impressionist'n the sense in which the term is
normally used.
In x89x Steer gave a talk on 'Impressionism in
art'o the Art Workers'uild. Characteristically
o'ar,

—

dismissive of all theories of art and all art movements, he insisted that all art is 'impressionism'.
Art (that is, impressionism), he said, 'is of no
country and no period... it bears the same relation
to painting that poetry does to journalism. Two
men paint the same model; one creates a poem, the
other is satisfied with recording facts'." Like that
other Chelsea painter, Whistler, in his dogmatism,
Steer also resembles him in his pursuit of
harmonies.
colour
abstract
quite
Laughton has rightly detected in Steer's late
watercolours 'a new version of the Whistlerian
aesthetic, which Whistler could hardly have envisaged being applied to direct painting of English
landscape'.'t the risk of confusing critical terms,
one would suggest that the motivation behind
is
Steer's work, behind his 'impressionism',
expressionist: he is not 'satisfied with recording
facts'ut is concerned with depicting emotional
and spiritual states through landscape.
He is also, of course, concerned with the technical means of doing this, and in the x9xos and
as a
x 9 zos we see him perfecting watercolour
purely brush art which is highly reminiscent of
oriental art. MacColl's description of Steer at work
is instructive:
'poetry'hrough

Seated on a sketching stool he held the folio well away
between his knees or feet, and from a colour-box of hard
cakes on his left thumb aud an ample fully charged sable
in his right, he spread the tones aud struck the accents
that became broader and more decisive, with emptier
scenes, as time went on: an affair of atmosphere and
space, mass and umbrage of clouds and trees, horizontals
of sea, punctuated and given recession by a few barges or
other foreground shapes. He won what I have called a
'Chinese-like'ontrol
in the placing, shape and subtle
modulation of the wash, between damp and dry of the

paper."

Birkenhead Art Gallery's Alum Bay, Isle of Wight
(x9x9) shows this manner of painting to perfection. It is, indeed 'an affair of atmosphere and
space', of light (at times almost colourless) washes
and accents drawn and, in the case of the trees,
virtually written lightly over paper which is the
chief expression of light and space. In such a
painting Steer is unique and at his most daringly
impressionist. In the two Leeds works which come
closest to it, Southampton Water, x9zx (xx/8z
Plate zo) and Landscape: near Long Crendon,
x924 (693/z6, Plate zx) there is the same sense of a
vast space; under a lightly articulated sky, a low
horizon is punctuated by the generalized accents of
trees or boats, a formula Steer was to repeat
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hundreds of times, waiting for the 'fluke'hat
would catch the landscape, the paint and himself
all in the same mood. For most commentators the
coincidence of these three elements came at
Shoreham in Iyz6.
At Shoreham Steer perfected his 'middle
but his manner is also changing. He leaves
less paper blank and begins to produce the more
'realistic'orks of his last period. Leeds has two
excellent works from I9z6, Harbour Mouth,
Shoreham (g.zoglgz) and The Quay, Shoreham
(r3.r89/g3). Harbour Mouth (Plate zz), depicting
the 'pincers'f the harbour entrance viewed across
the lifeboat station, is in what Laughton calls
Steer's 'blonde'tyle and shows the characteristic
ochre, dark brown and grey colour harmony. The
work is not concerned with details and is virtually
impossible to read unless one knows the location. It
is less empty than the Alum Bay painting, more a
painting of an actual place, yet still the natural
world is like a transparency.
period'tyle,

THE FINAL PERIOD

Suffolk, in
Apart from a visit to Framlingham,
I9z.8, from which the Leeds collection has two
works,'teer spent the summers of his old age on
rivers or the coast, and preferably where the two
meet in broad, shining sands or mudflats. In a
sense, the locations themselves are of secondary
importance; what he is really painting, day after
day, year after year, is surely not so much the
physical world in its own right, but landscape as
the expression of something intensely personal.
What, one wonders, did all those hundreds of
empty skies and shores, punctuated by trees, boats
and breakwaters, signify for the old man? In the
absence of hard evidence one can only speculate,
but I feel we have to venture beyond the technical
analysis of Steer's work if we are to explain their
power to move us as they do.
Sir John Rothenstein predicted that Steer's fame
would finally rest not only on the 'liquid, lyrical
visions of his old age','ut also on the figure
subjects of the Walberswick, Etaples and Boulogne
period (the late I88os), the large landscapes of his
middle years, and his portrait of Mrs Raynes.
Rothenstein's chief enthusiasm is for the 'almost
intensity'"
of the Walberswick
apocalyptic
for example Walberswick, Children
paintings
Paddling in the Fitzwilliam Museum. He finds in
these bright visions of children playing in a timeless
summer, and of red-haired girls running on sand or
pier, a direct, uncensored emotion reminiscent of

—
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Van Gogh. There is, indeed, a wild, visionary
quality in these mauve, red and gold works, and a
sensuality every bit as potent as the nostalgia.
The notion of Steer as a man of powerful feeling
runs counter to MacColl's 'setting'a
grimly
appropriate word) of him with his house full of
coins, medals and other rather boyish collections,
his high collars in the heat of summer, his cricket
bag full of painting equipment, his bachelor fussiness and phobia about draughts. But perhaps his
Jerome K. Jerome-style summer excursions meant
more to him than even his closest friends imagined.
Steer's Walberswick paintings depict a vision of
young girls in harmony with the sky, sand and sea
against which they run, dance, sprawl or lie; they
inhabit a timeless, natural childhood. But then, as if
the light has gone out, Steer goes indoors. From
18yg to I9oz, he struggles with dark paint,
portraits, boudoir paintings. It is some years before
he really moves back to the natural world and to
bright colours. (When he does, it is partly through
watercolour.)
Why the Walberswick vision suddenly stopped,
we cannot be certain, but we do know that the
great period coincided with Steer's friendship with
his model, Rosie Pettigrew, who seems to have
simply materialized on his doorstep at the age of
twelve, in I 888, rather like one of his Walberswick
girls come to life. What their relationship was we
do not know (she claimed they were engaged), but
her departure in rgyg seems more than coincidental with what amounts to a breakdown of
confidence on Steer's part.
Not only do the girls vanish from his art, but so
gradually do people, except as accents of paint
indistinguishable
from posts in the sand. He turns
to landscape. At first, he paints 'public'ils. Then
he concentrates on the Severn landscapes of his
childhood. In his final phase he returns to the shore.
What he paints is, in effect, Walberswick (which he
never went back to) without the children and the
young girls. Everyone has gone home. The tide is
out. There is nothing left but the emptiness of light
and space, the stillness of stranded boats and
deserted quays.
In a rare personal statement, Steer wrote in I9og
to his friend Ronald Gray:

of a summer's afternoon, the melancholy of many summer's afternoons, weighs on my soul,
and the dismal gloom of the summer holiday is strong
with me, for perhaps you don't realise that we say and do
the same things in the same way and at the same time
every blessed day of our lives."

The melancholy

Despite publishing this letter, MacColl still portrays Steer as a man content with the simple life,
surrounded
by friends, looked after by Mrs
Raynes, his nanny who became his housekeeper
and always called him her 'boy', 'master Phibby'. A
different view of Steer could see him as a lonely 'old
boy'ursing memories of a happy childhood and
unfulfilled love, a man left stranded emotionall
ona y
and spiritually, like one of his many bea h d h 11 .
Thee melancholy beauty of his mature watercolours
is there for all to see; what is less clear is the depth
of sadness underlying them.
As I have already indicated, Steer's last period is
well represented in the Leeds collection, with two
wor s from Whitstable
(I93I), two from
Greenhithe (I93z), three from Maldon (I933) and
one from Walmer (I934). Stranded small craft,
Whitstable (I3. I86153, Plate 23) is a chilly view,
probably in mid-evening, of boats standing on wet
mud or sand on the Swale estuary. Almost drained
of colour, as most of the late works are, and thus
monochromatic in effect, it captures perfectly the

z6 Low Tide, Walmer Beach, z934
Leeds City Art Galleries

movement of small, low clouds over the boats
dotted on the shore. The painting itself is greatly
enhanced by the drops of rain which caught Steer
just as he was finishing it.
At Greenhithe in the following year he painted
sailing ships and barges, either working from the
small port itself or passing up and down the
Thames. In Thames Barges, Greenhithe, I93z,
(5.zool32., Plate 2,4) he is principally interested in
the large pale grey space of the clouds and river and
its contract with the silhouetted forms and sails of
t e barges. The brown-grey-pale blue harmony is
used again and the whole paper is tinted, if only
with (one suspects) his painting water. At this stage
he normally paints in continuous washes and one is
less aware of either the paper or the pigment itself
than one was in the middle period. This is, in a
sense, a more realistic, more finished work, and the
armonies are in more natural colours.
A comparison of Stormy Day, Stroud (Plate I8)
and Showery weather, Mill Beach, I933 (S.zoI/52,,
Plate 2,3) reminds us again of the stylistic distance

Steer travelled between z9oz and I933. The
Maldon painting is instantly beautiful in the simplicity of its design and the soft harmony of its blue,
grey and ochre design. It strongly resembles a softly
glazed oriental pot, and like a pot it is essentially
abstract. It is hard to determine details or even
scale; all one has is a grey shape sponged down the
paper like a shower cloud and the generalized
colours and space of a certain landscape. The effect
is of transitory movement in a timeless, uninhabited world.
In Walmer, at the age of seventy-four, Steer
struggled against his blindness to make one of his
last works, Low Tide, Watrrter Beach (g.zozlgz,
Plate z6). It is not his best work, but the beached

boats, drained of colour and seen through a mist of
encroaching darkness, are a suitable emblem of an
old 'boy'solated in 'the dismal gloom of the
summer holiday.'teer's dogged, silent struggle to
the very end seems to be appropriately symbolized
in this almost invisible film of water.
Steer's move away from oil to watercolour must
not be seen as an opting-out of the real business of
painting, namely, producing oils, nor as a diminution of his powers. In watercolour he recaptured (in
his middle period works) the brilliant vision of his
Walberswick and Boulogne oils and created works
as 'modern'nd exciting as any watercolourist of

this century.

NOTES
This article derives from a study of some of Steer's watercolours in the Leeds collection which I made as part of the
Postgraduate Diploma in Art History at Leeds Polytechnic. I
would like to thank Dr Richard Tyler, my supervisor for the
study, and Alexander Robertson at Leeds City Art Gallery,
for their advice and assistance. I would also like to acknowledge my inevitable debt to Bruce Laughton, whose Philip
Wilson Steer (Oxford, x97x) is a superb study of Steer's
work in oil and contains the only substantial account of Steer
as a watercolourist. However, even this account rather
peters out and Laughton does not relate the watercolours to
the oils in terms of Steer's total output; even this sympathetic
commentator seems to think that Steer rather sold out by
going over to the less prestigious medium of watercolour.
2 D. S. MacColl, Life, Work and Setting of Philip Wilson Steer
(London, x945), p. x x5. MacColl was a friend and occasional painting companion of Steer for many years, and his
highly anecdotal biography is our main source of information about Steer the man. Another potential source is the
extensive Steer Archive at the British Museum; according to
a member of the Museum staff it consists of a lot of boxes of
letters and photographs which have yet to be catalogued.
When that task has been performed, we shall no doubt have
a much clearer picture of Steer which may be very different
from MacColl's view of him as an avuncular Edwardian
bachelor with not a thought in his head and only the simplest
of feelings
a sort of Walrus and Carpenter rolled into one.
MacColl, p. 82.
4 Graham Reynolds, A Concise History of Watercolours
(London, x 978), p. x2,6.
MacColl, p. 89.
6 Towards the end of his life Steer compiled a list of all the
places he had visited on summer painting excursions from
x 884 to x939. This invaluable source of information is our
chief means of checking Steer's or his friends'ating of
particular works. Steer visited Bridgnorth in x9ox, x9xo,
x9x 2 and x925. The diagonal composition of the trees on a
hillside and the very schematic simplification of washes and
x

—

7
8

9

xo
xx

x2
x5

x4

x5

x6
x7

colours seems to me closer to the style of x 9 x o and x 9 x x than
the earlier or later dates. However the work is not signed and
may not be a Bridgnorth study; like many middle period
works, it has barely any subject matter and no indication of a
location (Steer's list is reprinted in Laughton, Appendix 5,
PP. x25-26).
The watercolour listed as The Severn (958/5 x) is the same
painting as this one, presented in x 95 x by Sir Michael Sadler.
Laughton, p. xo9.
MacColl, p. 85.
According to Steer's list, he was in 'Rosyth, Scotland
x9xg not x9x7.
MacColl, p. x78.
Laughton,p. xxo.
MacColl, p. x x 5.
The works I am referring to are Framlinghant,
Suffolk
presumably a study of
(x 8. x 5/52., signed and dated x 928)
Framlingham
Castle
and An Autumn
Morning
(x5.x9x(55, signed and dated x928). If the latter date is
correct, the subject must be trees near Framlingham, but it is
difficult to accept the date on stylistic grounds. The use of a
pencil sketch, the lifeless and formulaic application of the
washes, and the dabbed strokes, not to mention the total
coverage of the paper, suggest a much earlier date, possibly
before x9xo.
John Rothenstein, Modern English Painters, London, x952,
P 74.
Rothenstein, p. 64.
MacColl, p. 85.
(Feb.)'n
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—

Cal Clothier is a Principal Lecturer in the School of
Humanities and Contemporary Studies at Leeds Polytechnic; at pesent he is seconded to Nottingham University for an MA on Critical Theory. He has published three
collections of poetry and is currently working on two
novels.
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